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Air Affinity: Your connection to elemental air has grown

stronger over the course ofyour recent advenfures. This

boon has no mechanical effect on its own, but it may interact

with other boons or pl"y a role in future adventures-

e specially those set on the elemental planes.

tr tr tr Foe of Atl Winds: Striking into the depths of the

Plane of Air, you've defeated the resurrected champion of

Hshurha, the Duchess ofAll Winds. Word spreads of how you

defied the will of a demigod, and as a result, you getr^ e +2

circumstance bonus on al1 Diplomacy and Intimidate checks

made against natives ofthe Plane ofAir.

In addition, your time on the Plane of Air has granted

you some means of control over its natural powers. Once

per adventure, you can check a box that precedes this boon

to cast gust of wind as a spell-like ability (CL 6th). If you have

two or more Air Affinity boons, |olt can instead cast wind wall

(CL Sth). If you have three or more Air Affinity boons, you can

instead choose to cast wind walk(Cl, roth).

This curved length of opaque crystal twists and expands from its

mouthpiece, ending in a small raging tornado. Angry lightning

dancer- within the crystal whenever the horn is sounded, The

horn can be blown, as a standard action, to create a 3O-foot

cone of eviscerating elemental lightning that deals 5d6 points

of electricity damage. This cone deals 10d6 points of electricity

damage against creatures with the air subtype, and it ignores any

immunities 0r resistances to electricity that such creatures may

possess. A successful DC 17 Reflex save reduces the damage by

half. Creatures with the air subtype take a -4 penalty on their

saves against this effect.

lf the Horn of the Hurricone is used magically more than 0nce

in a given day, there is a 2A0h cumulative chance with each extra

use that it explodes and deals 10d6 points of electricity damage

to the person sounding it.

of the Huwicane to reduce the ite cost by to 16,ooo gp (this does

Craft wondrous ltem, lightning bolt, shout

Stored

of the

(Grand Lodge): The

Hunicane cured in the vau of the Grand Lodge

grants the Society access the w when necessary. You may

check the box that precedes t n when purchasing the Horn

not stack with otlger""discounts). Alt ively, you may the box at

the start of apddventure to gain acce ss tci e Horn of the Hurricane

for the j,ttration of that adventure. If you us his boon to borrow

the&6rn of the Hunicane, you lose r Prestige t if the horn is

destroyed during the course ofthe adventure.

+1 heavy pick (2,316 gp)

Horn of the Hurricone (20,000 gp)

liquid ice (40 gp; Pothfinder RPG lJltimote Equipmenf 108)

neckloce of firebol/s (type l) (1,650 gp)

potion of cure moderote wounds (300 gp)

scroll of dimension door (700 gp) /
wand of glide^ec (4 charges; 360 gp, limit 1) V

PRICE
20,000 GP

(L,7th wElGl{I 2,,lbs.S[OT, non€

AURA moderate evocation

Partner to Elementd Balance (Grand Lodge): Dedica

to\,balance within the elemental planes, the Concordan

Elem.i{ts was pleased you entrusted the Horn of the

to them. Yoq can call upon allies within the Con

assistance bef'ofe traveling the elemental ph$s During any

adventure taking'"ppce on an elemental e, you may cross

this boon offyour Chrbqicle sheet to in the following ability

associated with your planar tion for the next z4 hours:

. You gain a 3o-foot fly t th good maneuverability

(Plane ofAir)

You gain a zo

the Nimble feat (Plane of Earth). 
"\'..

You gain resistance ro (Plane of Fire).

reathe underwater as per water breathing

bot swim speed (Plane ofWater).

+1 frost heovy 16 gp)

pe lll) (4,3s0 gp)

potion of cureSerious nds (7s0 gp)

potion of @od hope (750
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